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Nasty, Cold Winter and Scorching Cases of Disability

continued on page 2

The mercury dropped. Flakes flurried.

Storms swirled. Winds swept. Hours

passed. The TV flickered as the

newscaster proclaimed, “It’s the Holiday

Blizzard of 2006.” Four shopping days

remained before Christmas arrived.

My world was an interactive, quaint

Hallmark card. It was still snowing.

Soon, what was pristine and painted

cardstock was tattered with hot cocoa

stains, the stains serving as some

sort of abstract art reflecting intense

frustration—something of which

Kandinsky would be proud. Feelings

of idyllic holiday joy gave way to

something far darker and depressing.

It was still snowing.

I was now in a surreal sphere. Banks

of snow forcefully occupied the land-

scape, marking nature’s coup d’état.

It was as if I awoke from hibernation,

was arrested, charged with a crime,

convicted and sentenced. I sat by the

phone waiting for my probation officer

to release me from the house and extend

my electronic leash. I pulled at my

ankle bracelet, yearning to reach more

of my world. I just want to go to work; it’s

three blocks. Doesn’t good behavior count

for anything? It was still snowing 

This year's winter and the

response to it put people with

mobility issues on house arrest 

or the most restrictive probation.

What did we do? Was it a fair trial?

I often speak about how my disability

has little to do with my actual physical

state of being or its symptoms or brain

damage. How it has far more to do

with society’s receptivity, flexibility and

willingness to provide access and

accommodations. In environments

fortified with adaptations my cerebral

palsy is only a contained concern; it has

a de minimis impact on my ability to

engage with my world, communities

and humankind in general. Conversely

when the situation is flipped, I have a

rather scorching case of disability. My

diagnosis and deficits take center stage.

I am symptomatic. Emancipation goes

south as dependence heads north.

My disability is omnipresent and

demanding. It was still snowing.

Colorado’s powerful storms served

as an inconvenience for most, but for

those who have mobility impairing

disabilities they served as evidence

and exhibits in the case of The
Mobility Impaired Versus Wintry
Denver—the case that exposed how

indifference, lack of planning and

apathy can make those with disabilities

literally crippled—even as their condi-

tions remained the same. By default,

people with disabilities lost, winter

won and the sentence was to take 

the meaning of home and morph it

into internment for a duration dependent

on City Hall’s action or the melting

rays of the sun. Both solutions 

were out of the control of people 

with disabilities. 

It was still snowing. The snow fell parallel

to Denver’s sense of duty to aid those

who have physical disabilities—people

who share the same right to move,

affiliate, attend to basic needs, get

treatment, see family, to simply

engage. For people with disabilities,

this winter was more than a series of

events that started during the holidays

of 2006. For us it was the winter of

irony. The mercury dropped, but at

those very moments our temperatures

rose to feverish levels, souls were

close to catching fire. The sweat dripping

from our brow was a combination of

water, salt, frustration, indignation,

unfairness and injustice. The media

and metro mayors droned on about 

the hardships to the average motorist

and small business owner. People

with disabilities could only watch 

and wait. It was still snowing.
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Our frosty sentence forced us to be invisible.

The heat of frustration met the chill of the

outside world and created sheets of con-

densation. This condensation clouded the

windows. People with disabilities were 

relegated to arming ourselves with rags

both to wipe our hot foreheads and to

clear the windows, so we could place 

ourselves on an all-too-historic and an 

all-too-familiar perch. We received society’s

basic and common offer: to be passive

observers of the world—a world that, due

to inexcusable neglect and ignorance,

forced us to detach.

What will happen when the

snow falls like this again?

Ian Watlington is the chairperson of the Colorado
Developmental Disabilities Council, and a resident, 
or inmate, of Denver, depending on circumstances…

Families and Allies Working Together
(a grantee of the Colorado Developmental Disabilities Council on a collaborative project

with El Grupo Vida) received the Education Award at the Denver Commission for

People with Disabilities Awards breakfast on September 29, 2006.

“Human history is a history not only of cruelty, but also of

compassion, sacrifice, courage, kindness.

What we choose to emphasize in this complex history will

determine our lives. If we see only the worst, it destroys our

capacity to do something. If we remember those times and

places—and there are so many—where people have behaved

magnificently, this gives us the energy to act, and at least 

the possibility of sending this spinning top of a world in a 

different direction.

And if we do act, in however small a way, we don’t have 

to wait for some grand utopian future. The future is an infinite 

succession of presents, and to live now as we think human

beings should live, in defiance of all that is bad around us, is

itself a marvelous victory.”

— Howard Zinn

Nasty, Cold Winter continued on page 1
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Heat + Light
Applied to
Snow =
Access
Work on disaster-preparedness by

and for people with disabilities has

been going on with more intensity

since 9/11 and the Katrina Hurricane.

and how many direct care profes-

sionals were unable to reach people

who needed their support in order

to get out of bed in the morning, or

to prepare food.

Results of a three-year study on 

disaster-preparedness were recently

announced and are available on

the web, with final products being

released in April 2007. The research

was funded by a grant to the Research

and Training Center on Independent

Living at the University of Kansas

from the Centers for Disease

Control and Prevention through

the Association of Teachers of

Preventive Medicine. The ultimate

goal of the research was to be sure

that nobody would be left behind.

Sound familiar? Actually, the proj-

ect was quite inclusive of people

with disabilities as contributors 

and designers of the research.

It is reassuring to know that down-

to-earth perceptions and under-

standings underlie the body of

research that resulted in the findings

and recommendations of the Nobody

Left Behind project. For instance, in

the discussion of what is meant by

“special needs,” June Isaacson

Kailes is no-nonsense in explaining

that the “special needs” category

encompasses a variety of groups

of people who have “…little in

common beyond the fact they 

are often left out of programs,

services and emergency plan-

ning.” She encourages the inclu-

sion of people with disabilities as

contributing members of

groups planning for emergency

services, not as recipients of

others’ plans or, the dreaded

term, consumers. 

As is the case with any label, 

“special needs” blankets and

obscures true and useful

meaning. Being specific as to

the nature of need allows

emergency plans to be individ-

ualized. For instance, being

specific allows people responding

to an emergency to take the

lead from the people they are

trying to help. They can learn

whether they need to provide

medical care, accessibility,

accommodations for move-

ment differences, or language

translation, etc. As educators and

students have learned from the

principles of inclusive education

practices, “…accommodating peo-

ple with disabilities often translates

into being better equipped to serve

all.” This is what parents with babies

in strollers discovered when curb-

cuts were made in city sidewalks

across the country after the

Americans with Disabilities Act

began to be enforced.

Many of the same researchers

involved in Nobody Left Behind

(http://www.nobodyleftbehind2.

org/~rrtcpbs/index.shtml), with

funding from the National Institute

on Disability and Rehabilitation

Research, assessed the impact of

Hurricane Katrina on people with

disabilities, and developed recom-

mendations based on a focus on

local-level planning and response.

Many of their recommendations

are specific to the role of statewide

And, we here in Colorado

are acutely aware of the

need for emergency plans

for dangerous events such

as the recent snowstorms

and blizzards. We wondered

how many people were left

without needed power for

charging wheelchairs and

powering ventilators, how

many people were suddenly

confined to their homes for

days at a time,...

continued on page 4
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Two new resources are available for purchasing AT devices

and services. A mother in Pueblo was delighted when she

used AT Match to obtain an affordable communication device

for her young son who has developmental delays. AT Match

is a fully accessible web-based product exchange program that

assists individuals in procuring used AT devices or equipment

for low or no cost. Individuals and organizations can post items

for sale or donation on the site. Potential customers can scan

the site for desired AT devices. Assistive Technology Partners,

University of Colorado at Denver and Health Sciences Center,

has partnered with other states in creating this exchange

program. As an introductory offer, Colorado residents can

post items for donation or sale at no cost to them.  

A woman in Montrose was able to identify funding for a used

accessible van with a lift, and in Colorado Springs a gentleman

with Parkinson’s disease was able to purchase a communi-

cation device. They found the funding through AT Funding

$ources, a fully accessible statewide on-line database system

that enables individuals to have a single point of

entry to determine where they should seek ade-

quate funding to meet their current AT device or

equipment need. The site allows the individual to

search for funding by location, diagnosis, age,

and/or the specific type of device needed. Once a potential

funding source is identified, the individual is directed to infor-

mation and instructions on how to apply for the funds.

The Price is Right to Purchase
Assistive Technology (AT)

Both of these resources can be accessed at

http://www.uchsc.edu/atp/index.htm. In many

instances, the devices obtained from AT Match 

or AT Funding $ources will require a professional

evaluation and consultation from an Assistive

Technology Specialist to assure proper usage

and fit. For information on evaluations or training

on AT contact: Assistive Technology Partners in

Denver at (303) 315-1280 or (800) 255-3477 toll-

free, or the Western Regional Office in Grand

Junction at (970) 248-0876.

Heat + Light continued from page 3

and local independent living centers

(CILs). In Colorado, the development

of the State Plan for Independent

Living (SPIL) 2005–2007 by the

Statewide Independent Living

Council and the Colorado Division

of Vocational Rehabilitation pre-dated

Hurricane Katrina and our current

series of severe winter storms.

Nevertheless, the recommendations

of White et al. have application in

Colorado, and could be incorporated

in the Colorado SPIL for 2008–2010.

Those recommendations include the

CILs’ leadership role in gathering

together disability and emergency

management organizations to develop

an education and training curriculum

around effective disaster response.

Perhaps a more simple and straight-

forward approach, such as the one

adopted by New Jersey in 1999,

would offer a more immediate remedy

to the serious dangers that have

faced people in Colorado as a result

of the recent snowstorms. New

Jersey passed the Snow Removal

Bill in the summer of 1999. According

to the law, ice or snow must be

removed from accessible parking

spaces, curb cuts or other improve-

ments within two days after snow

has stopped falling. The law is more

far-reaching in that it applies to any

situation where access to parking

spaces and curb cuts is limited,

whether by snow, debris or shop-

ping carts. The penalty can be as

high as $500. Recently, the New

Jersey Developmental Disabilities

Council has mounted a public policy

campaign to force municipalities in

the state to enforce the law, and

have been joined by 14 cities and

townships in their letter-writing 

campaign to encourage enforce-

ment of the Snow Removal Law.

Could Colorado use some

heat and light applied to

accessibility issues here?

The answer is, “YES!”
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Raise your Hand
If You Don’t
Understand
Jenna used a wheelchair and wanted

to have her Saturday night dinner at

the Brooks Restaurant in Cherry Creek.

However, there was no way to get in.

When Trevor Grabner, the owner, received

a complaint the following week, he indi-

cated that no one who used a wheel-

chair had ever been there—therefore

there was no need to create access

when there was no market. This would

be called a classic Catch-22 a la Joseph

Heller! We clearly have physical access

and attitudinal access issues to address

given the above.

Invisible disabilities are a bit more

complicated to detect, yet people with

invisible disabilities face similar dis-

crimination in myriad ways. A wheel-

chair, glasses, or a hearing aid may be

visible, but nonetheless some people

may experience a difference in under-

standing or comprehension based on

neurology or any number of other

issues. Without going into the traditional

trumping contest that we tend to do in

the disability community—You know,

‘Our disability group has less funding

than yours—I am more devalued than

your group—If you really want to

understand discrimination, just

become a member of my minority

and then you will get it’—let’s

explore invisible disabilities and the

possible misunderstandings that

occur there. There is plenty of discrim-

ination to go around and avoid the

trumping debates. For example, there

is the possibility that one person with a

physical disability can be confused by

someone who has a different disability.

Clarissa was making a visit to her hair

salon. An elderly person pulled into the

handicapped spot next to Clarissa’s car

in the parking lot. When this person

entered the salon, she confronted Clarissa

about her lack of sensitivity to others

by using the handicapped spot that she

clearly did not need. Clarissa was forced

to explain that, despite not using a

wheelchair, she needed the access due

to a brain injury. The assumption made

was that, given the lack of obvious

physical disability, Clarissa had no need

to use the handicapped parking! There

are many ways we all make quick judg-

ments and assumptions about each

other without really taking the time to

reflect on potential rationale or alterna-

tives. The driver could have asked, “How

and why could someone be in the other

parking space and not look like me?”

Another scenario concerns a teacher and

a child entering a general classroom from

a resource room. Claire was originally

placed in a segregated reading resource

room within an elementary school in

Denver. Claire’s resource room teacher

found a general classroom in which to

include Claire in reading activities and

both looked forward to the experience.

As Claire was introduced to the general

education teacher, the teacher said,

“Welcome to class Claire! You will have a

great time here and I want you to just

raise your hand anytime you don’t

understand something.” What the

general educator may not have under-

stood about Claire is that she did

not know when she did not under-

stand, as Claire was very accommo-

dated to viewing the world as she

had from birth. Claire did not know

when she did not understand. The

teacher did not know that it was her job

to understand Claire rather than vice

versa. Needless to say, Claire never

raised her hand. 

Another example of an invisible disability

is from Temple Grandin, who is an

architect for cattle ranches and is also

labeled as autistic. Temple has a great

eye for perceiving what may be disturbing

to cattle and, as a consultant to ranchers

nationwide, has created humane handling

techniques and buildings for cattle. Temple

saw the world as she assumed everyone

else did, until one day a rancher hired

her to find out why his cows were getting

stuck in one particular curve within the

building. It was at that point that Temple

became amazed. She could not believe

how ignorant the rancher was, until her

personal transformation occurred. She 

discovered that she saw things that other

people, including the rancher, were not

able to see. In other words, she could

move through the curve and clearly see

that there was sun glaring on a pool of

water in the path as well as a bright yellow

rain jacket on the fence—both of which

were an obstruction to the cattle. Temple

learned what a gift she had and began

to understand more about what ‘neu-

rotypicals’ lacked in the process.

Our receptivity to others’ perceptions is

based on our personal openness to new

ideas and level of creativity. Wouldn’t it

be great if people asked, “How can I

be more open, creative, and recep-

tive,” rather than, “Do I have to try

to think another way?”
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"I Don't Know" 
Three little words—“I love you”—are

considered the most important words

we can say. But three other little

words—“I don’t know”—could also

have a profoundly important effect on

the lives of children and adults with

disabilities and their families. They

could prevent the death of dreams,

equalize relationships, open up

worlds of possibilities, and

much more. The use of

these words by par-

ents, physicians,

educators, service

providers, and

anyone else who

touches the life

of a person with

a disability could

radically change

that person’s life!

Let’s start at the begin-

ning—D-Day—the day of

diagnosis. Many, if not most,

physicians who diagnose developmental

disabilities in children are usually pretty

certain in their prognoses: they tell

parents what their child will never do.

The physician’s words have the power

to turn the dreams of the parents into

a nightmare of hopelessness and fear.

Some parents never recover, and their

children, sadly, suffer the consequences

of their parents’ emotions and the

physician’s prescription: a lifetime of

treatments, interventions, and services

to “cure” the child or minimize the

effects of the condition; limited oppor-

tunities to experience a full life as a

child or adult; segregation in special

programs; low expectations; and more.

Other parents, however, discover the

doctor was wrong the first time their

child exceeds the predicted low expec-

tations. But this discovery might take

years—years in which hopelessness,

fear, and the never-ending merry-go-

round of services and treatments have

taken over the family’s life. These 

parents may be able to chart a new

and better future for their children, but

they may never recover their original

hopes and dreams. The physician’s

predictions created a wound of 

despair that’s too deep. 

The erroneous prognosis may

lead to another negative

outcome: mistrust.

Many parents

may sarcastical-

ly laugh about

the ignorance

of the “dumb 

doctor who

didn’t know

what he was

talking about,”

and they also

learn not to trust

any “experts.” Their

operating principle—

with just cause—becomes,

“Fool me once, shame on you; fool 

me twice, shame on me.” Parents may

be reluctant to enter into positive, 

trusting, equal partnerships with 

any professionals.

A physician’s dire predictions about a

child may be the result of the doctor’s

ignorance. After all, diagnosing physi-

cians are usually pediatric specialists

who have little or no real-life experience

with, or knowledge about, adults with

developmental disabilities. Thus, they

don’t know what’s really possible! In

addition, physicians may spew the

“worst-case” scenario to protect them-

selves from future lawsuits: they fear

being sued by parents if they predict a

“rosy” future for a child and it doesn’t

come to pass.

How could all this change if diagnosing

physicians realized they don’t have all

the answers and said, I don’t know

more often? Instead of prophesies of

doom and gloom, what if the doctor

said something like, “I don’t know if

your child will [do this-or-that]...” which

could be followed by:

�� “Anything’s possible...” or 

�� “If your daughter is not able 

to [walk or talk or whatever], 

we can look at some great 

assistive technology devices 

that could help...” or

�� “Let’s focus on what’s really 

important for your child: that 

she feels good about herself, 

that you believe in her, and 

that you have dreams for her...”

And how the physician delivers this

message would be critically important.

Saying, “I don’t know...” tinged with a

look of pity or sympathy would negate

the spoken words.

While this type of message might not

cause the parents to jump for joy (they

still might feel concern for their child’s

future), it wouldn’t strip parents of the

hopes and dreams all parents need to

successfully raise their children. The

doctor who diagnosed my then four-

month-old son with cerebral palsy was

certain in his doom-and-gloom prognosis.

But the second doctor we saw routinely

said, “I don’t know...” or “I’m not

sure...” and his words helped restore

some of the hope the first doctor had

stolen. Like most parents, I wasn’t

looking for guarantees or promises,

only a more realistic and truthful

appraisal. And when it comes to 

forecasting the future of a child or

adult with a disability, I DON'T 

KNOW is the most honest statement

that can be made!

What about others adopting the I DON'T

KNOW response? Parents of very

young children don’t yet have the 
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wisdom borne from experience, so

the words of therapists, service

providers, and other early childhood

staffers can have great influence on

how mothers and fathers think about

their child and her future. During

these early years, parents

are looking to the

experts for reassur-

ance and hope.

Instead, many

professionals

seem to routinely

dole out fear-

generating warn-

ings, such as, “If

your child doesn’t

do [such-and-such]

by [certain age], then

[this awful situation will

result]...” These are some-

one’s opinions—not facts! So those

who work with young children and their

families can omit harmful opinions,

and use responses similar to those

recommended for physicians. 

Moving on to school-aged children,

teachers, administrators, and others

in the school system can also learn to

say I DON'T KNOW more often. Special

ed teachers, principals, and others in

the educational arena also have the

power to crush the dreams of parents

and their children. Consider parents who

are hoping their young child with a

disability will enter a general ed class-

room in kindergarten or first grade,

instead of an ungraded, segregated

special ed classroom. What if, instead

of automatically saying, “No,” to this

request, a principal responded with,

“We might not know exactly how to

do this, but we’ll work together and

figure it out...” 

We could apply the same scenario to

adults with disabilities, regarding

where and how they live

and work. Instead of

assuming a per-

son couldn’t

be successful

in a real job

or living on

his own,

what if

service

providers

said, “We

don’t know for

sure that this will

work, but we’re sure

gonna’ give it a try...”

Finally, what about parents?

While others may routinely dash our

hopes and dreams for our children,

do we, in turn, do the same to our 

precious sons and daughters? If a child

with a physical disability wants to play

on the park and rec softball team, do

his parents tell him, “No—you use a

wheelchair—you can’t do that!” What

about a teenager with a cognitive 

disability who says he wants to go to

college or a young adult who wants 

to marry his true love? What happens

when parents say, “No” to these ordi-

nary—but very, very precious—hopes

of their children? Instead of trying to

“protect” their children (and crushing

their dreams at the same time), what

if parents let go of their fears, and

wondered to themselves, “I don’t

know if this is possible, but it might

be...” In turn, they could say to their

child, “We’re not sure how this would

work out, but we’d like to hear your

ideas about it...”

I DON'T KNOW —said out loud or

silently in our heads—can open our

minds to solutions and possibilities! We

really don’t know what’s possible, what’s

do-able, what will work or won’t, until

we try! Here are some phrases that can

exercise our mouths and our brains:

� I don’t know...let’s talk about it.

� I don’t know, but anything’s 

possible...

� I don’t know...what do you think?

� I don’t know, so let’s figure this 

out together.

� I don’t know—we’ve never 

done this before, but we can 

give it a try!

� I don’t know, so let’s get some 

others involved to see what we 

can come up with...

If you think it might be difficult to say

these words, practice in your head or

in front of the mirror when no one

else is around—practice makes 

perfect, right? Then when the time 

is right, you will be able to say the

words and mean them, and a world

of possibilities will be opened!

—Copyright 2007 Kathie Snow; all rights
reserved. Used with permission. 

Visit www.disabilityisnatural.com for
more new ways of thinking.

The Colorado Developmental Disabilities Council submits a Program

Performance Report to the U.S. Department of Health and Human Services, Administration on

Developmental Disabilities, each December. Please go to http://www.coddc.org/PDFs/PPR2006.pdf to read

the report on Council grants and activities for 2006. The report is also available to read at the Council’s office. 
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Amount weather-related disasters cost worldwide in 2004: $107,000,000,000 (Munich Reinsurance)

Amount FEMA misspent in the aftermath of Hurricane Katrina:  $1 billion (Harper’s Weekly Review, April 18, 2006)

Rank of Chicago among the windiest U.S. cities: 53

Rank of Dodge City, Kansas: 1 (National Climatic Data Center, Asheville, NC)

Average number of inches by which Chicago sinks each year as the land it stands on adjusts from the last ice age: 0.04

Average number of inches by which Churchill, Canada, rises each year for the same reason : 0.4

(Seth Stein, Northwestern University (Evanston, IL)

Number of U.S. counties where more than a fifth of “residents” are prison inmates: 21

Number of these that are in Texas: 10

Portion of New York Senate districts that would not meet the minimum population level without their inmates: 1/9

(Prison Policy Initiative,Northampton, MA, March 2006)

Minutes of pregame snowball making allowed in the International Snow Battle Contest held in April 2000 in Finland: 30

(Yukigassen International Snow Battle Contest, Kemijärvi, Finland)

Nearly 1,800 people simultaneously made snow angels in Bismarck, North Dakota. (March 26, 2002, Harper’s Magazine)

A snow festival in Arctic Greenland was cancelled due to a heat wave. (Reuters, March 22, 2005)

Confining Conditions
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